Use this checklist as you work through
the installation process and you will
avoid forgetting crucial steps!
Refer to MASTER Checklist.
Plan Installation & Install Hang Rail
Lay Out Parts on Smooth Dry Surface. Refer to

labels for help in orientation. Check hardware parts list.
Insert Cabinet Hangers using rubber mallet or pounding
block.

Install Drawer Slide Parts in Cabinet

Directions on Page 2
Directions on Pages 6-7
Directions on Page 8
Directions on Page 8
Directions on Page 9-10

Lift Up Tabs on Quick Connectors, Assemble Box
Parts
Hang Completed Box on Rail. Adjust Cabinet
Hangers to Bring Cabinet(s) Level & Plumb
Connect Cabinet Together with included connectors or

Directions on Page 11

Install Adjustable Legs

Directions on Page 14

screws

Lay Out, Then Assemble Drawer Boxes. Attach
Drawer Parts of Slides. Insert dawers
Install Adjustable Shelves. Install Hinges and
Hinge Plates for Doors. Attach doors
Adjust Hinges to Make Reveals Around Doors
Even. (Make sure cabinet is level & plumb.)
Attach and Adjust Drawer Fronts. Install pulls on

doors & drawers.

Directions on Page 12
Directions on Page 13

Directions on Page 15-16
Directions on Page 17
Directions on Page 18
Directions on Page 19
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MUST HAVE
2 Foot Level
Flat & Phillips Head Screwdrivers
Hammer
Hacksaw
Quick-clamps or Vise-Clamps
3/32nd, 3/16th & 7/16th Drill Bits
Cordless Drill

SMART-TO-HAVE
Power Jigsaw
Rubber Mallet
4’ Level
Countersinking 3/32 bit

Additional Hardware
Sheetrock Screws (1”, 1 ¼”, 2 – 3”)
Sheetrock Anchors
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What For?
Install rail, level cabinets, adjustments
Install rail, adjustments
Install hangers, quick connectors, snug up
Cut Hanging Rail
Hold cabinets together while connecting
Pilot holes, connectors, adjustable legs
The handiest tool of all…

What For?
Cut hanging rail, cut notches if necessary
Snug up pieces safely
Better for adjusting a set of cabinets
Pilot holes in nailers

What For?
Fasten Rail, connect cabinets, fasten nailers
Added support if rail misses studs (see page 7)
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1.

Cabinets should be installed on a finished wall. If necessary, install
sheetrock in the area you plan to use the cabinets

2.

If installing one or two cabinets, recycle through these instructions. For
a set of cabinets, create an installation plan. Work right to left or viseversa. Installing uppers before the bases provides an easier installation
process.

3.

When installing the hang rail, do not leave ends of the rail unsupported
due to stud location – use acceptable sheetrock anchors for adequate
support AND MAKE SURE to install adjustable legs below the cabinet.

4.

Make certain all parts are present. Each hardware bag should have all
the necessary hardware to complete that cabinet’s assembly. Compare
contents to the hardware list. Call us if you need additional hardware
(1-866-512-5512)

5.

All parts are labeled to assist with orientation and assembly.

6.

All cabinet boxes should be adjusted until level and plumb BEFORE
installing the doors.

7.

Similarly, for cabinet boxes intended to get drawers: Assemble and
install all the drawer parts and install them into the cabinet box before
attaching the drawer FRONTS. Drawer Fronts allow for adjustments.

8.

You have the option of making a permanent bond when assembling
cabinets. Fill the DOWEL HOLES with water (dowels are pre-glued).
However, properly installed cabinets need not be glued together if you
should ever wish to disassemble or interchange the cabinetry.

9.

Taking the time to adjust and align your cabinets at all phases of
installation will give them a professionally installed appearance.
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Step 1: Know your wall(s) that you are installing the cabinets on

Check for outlets that may fall on the cabinet ends. An outlet inside a
cabinet doesn’t pose as big of problem. Any plumbing inside the walls?
Know your stud locations. Does the wall you’re working on have studs at 16” or
24” on center? Mark studs with a pencil.
Helpful Hint: Sketch out your cabinet layout. Note locations of studs,
and whether sheetrock anchors will be needed if rail isn’t supported by at
least 2 studs over a 24” distance. Locate studs by using a stud-finder if
not readily apparent.

Step 2: Cut the Rail to Length

In most cases, the rail should be trimmed about ¾” – 1” less than the width of the
cabinet or combined cabinets. For example, if you have three base cabinets and
one tall cabinet all 24” wide, the rail for the base cabinets should be cut at least
71” long and the rail for the tall cabinet should be cut at 23”. Remember, if the
cabinet is to have one or both sides exposed, do not remove the notching on the
cabinet end. (see illustration 1 on next page for details)

Step 3: Install the Hanging Rail

- Measure height from floor, mark, then use level to draw a straight line. Use
The following measurements if using STANDARD HEIGHT cabinets (72” tall
cabinets) and using a standard 4” leg: (All measurements to BOTTOM of rail)
BASE: at 32 ½” off floor TALL: at 74” Upper: at 88”
Helpful Hint: A quick way to get to your correct heights for your level line
is to mark on the wall with a pencil where the top of your cabinet will
finish. Then put the top of your level (level must be 2 ½” tall) on your
mark and draw a line underneath the level. Finally, place your hang rail
ON TOP of your line. Rail should have lip up and out. (see diagram 2
on next page) Example – You have an 84” tall cabinet and are using 4”
legs. Your first mark will be drawn at 88”.

- While holding the bottom of the rail at the level line, use your stud marks to locate the
correct holes in the rail and drive 2” or 2 ½” screws into the stud. If anchors are needed
on the ends, mark the appropriate holes with a pencil, remove the rail and drive an
anchor into the sheetrock. Now when you bring the rail back up to its appropriate
location, you can screw through the correct hole into your sheetrock anchor.
Helpful Hint: The holes in the hang rail are 1” apart on center. Once
you find one stud, you can count 16 holes over to find the next stud.
Use the larger holes to help locate for you

See Examples on the Next Page

Examples
In the illustrations, the rails represent the
red horizontal lines. Notice your stud
location on each diagram. To the right is
an ideal situation with studs at 16” centers.
Careful planning gives good support to all
cabinets without using anchors for the
“orphaned” end of the rails. Less than half
the cabinets’ widths are beyond a stud
(see circles).

Real life situations are often less ideal. In
this situation the end cabinets capture only
one stud, making it necessary to add some
type of anchor to the ends of the rail. We
strongly recommend adding AT LEAST
ONE adjustable leg to cabinets that are
supported with the aid of an anchor.

NOTES ON HANG RAIL
The cabinet sides are machined to provide 3/16” of uncut material
where the hanging rail is attached. If the cabinet will have rail “running
through” one or both sides, remove this material.
Use a pliers to pry off the material for a clean break.

Illustration 1

If the cabinet is to have one or both sides exposed, this area should
NOT be removed.
The Hang Rail should be installed with the lip up and out and sit on
top of your level line (note arrow in illustration).
If the wall is not flat (bows) over a long set of cabinets, consider
placing shimming material behind rail to avoid dips that will cause poor
fit as cabinets are cinched up to wall.

Illustration 2

We recommend driving at least a 2” screw into your studs.
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Tall cabinets may require a
Horizontal Partition (HP) for
Additional Support. HPs are
machined just like a Top & Bottom

Brackets are supplied as RIGHT & LEFT. Hook of bracket should point
down. Position properly before inserting bracket, as removal is extremely
difficult and may damage cabinet ends.
Place cabinet side on a firm, flat surface before driving bracket in. Use a
hammer with a plastic head or use a scrap of wood as a pounding block
to drive in bracket. Several firm blows are needed.
WARNING: STRIKING HANGER DIRECTLY WITH A STANDARD
HAMMER MAY CAUSE PLASTIC CASE TO BREAK!
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If assembling a BASE or TALL cabinet with drawers, it
is best to install the slides at this time. Waiting to
install the slides when the cabinet is assembled can be
cumbersome.
1st, Familiarize yourself with the slide. Logical
Cabinetry uses a FULL EXTENSION precision ballbearing slide with a 100 # rating.
Front of Slide

Note the construction of the slide –
there is an outer channel & inner
channel with ball-bearings, and a
third piece that fully extends which
is the drawer mount.
Extend the slide fully by pulling on
the inner piece (the drawer
member).
Press down on the black plastic
lever to disengage the drawer
portion of the slide. Set the drawer
member aside for now, you’re ready
to work with the cabinet member!
Place the cabinet member on your
cabinet ends at the appropriate
location (see next page for hole
locations). The “Direct Access
Mounting Holes” (see pic on left) will
line up with the line boring of your
cabinet side. Use 2 of the 5mm
“Euro” screws to mount this portion
of the slide to the left & right ends
of the cabinet.

Back of Slide

Install all slides on both sides of the
cabinet. The following page will
help you locate the correct holes for
installation!
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Cabinet Top

B1
Hole #20

B2
Holes #2 & 14

B3
Holes #2, 10 & 18

B4
Holes #2, 8, 14 & 20

Cabinet Bottom
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With either Side down, place Top over holes in Side
(make certain connectors are fully ‘open’) and press into
place. Do the same with the Nailer, then the Bottom.
(Also Horizontal Partition if applicable.) Snug together,
then tap tabs of quick connectors closed. Next, lay other
Side over the upright parts and snug all pieces together
using a rubber mallet or pounding block and hammer.
Tap quick connectors closed. The BASIC BOX is now
assembled! Great Job! Stand upright and prepare to hang
on rail. (Use a drill or screwdriver to “back out” the
hook of the hanging bracket in order to “catch” rail.
Warning: Do Not Back Out Bracket Too Far!
Make sure notching is removed if rail runs through.)

Note: If you are planning to “glue” the cabinets together for a permanent
bond, fill the dowel holes in the cabinet sides with water. Follow the
instructions above for the top, bottom, & nailer, but instead of flipping the
other side onto your partially finished cabinet, flip the partially finished cabinet
onto your other cabinet side, which has the dowel holes filled with water. This
will keep the water from running out of the dowel holes.
Helpful Hint: When flipping your partially assembled cabinet, it’s nice to
have a helpful partner to assist with the flip. You’ll defiantly want an extra
set of hands to turn over a large cabinet!
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As you complete each cabinet, hang it about where it will be in your final
setup. Adjust horizontal screw of cabinet hanger to bring cabinet close (but
not tight) to the wall. Please note that the adjustment affects overall height of
cabinet as well. (illustration 1)
After hanging the first (or a single) cabinet, check cabinet for level and plumb
with at least a 2’ level. Adjust brackets with up/down screw to bring it to a
level position and snug cabinet up to wall with the in/out adjustment.
(illustration 2)
After leveling first cabinet, hang adjacent cabinets and snug to wall. Cabinets
should hang “cheek-to-cheek.” Top & Bottom of adjacent cabinets should be
even, making an unbroken surface.
When cabinets are level & plumb, screw a 2 ½” – 3” sheetrock screw through
the nailer into a stud in the wall. Repeat step for every stud that falls on the
inside of a cabinet. NOTE: Do not screw through nailer into stud too early,
minor up and down or in and out adjustments may be needed for adjacent
cabinets.
Illustration 1

Illustration 2
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Your installation will be more solid if you connect the cabinets together.
We have enclosed cabinet connectors (illustration 2) designed for use in
5mm holes. Use a 3/16ths bit to drill through the cabinets.
Clamp the cabinets side-by-side (see illustration 1) using a pair of C
clamps, vise-grip clamps, or quick-clamps. Make sure top and bottoms are
properly aligned.
When connecting cabinet with the same depth, use the 3/16ths bit to drill
through the 5mm line boring in the cabinet. If installed correctly, the bit
should come through a 5mm hole on the other side. Insert sleeve of
connector on one side, then the connecting screw into the other, engage
the threads and snug up.
Note: When connecting a shallow cabinet to a deep cabinet, (for example, an
UPPER-to-TALL) drill from the UPPER’s 5mm holes into the TALL unit. (5mm
holes will not match up.)
Note: If the cabinets are to get doors, DO NOT USE 2nd and 3rd Holes from
the bottom for connecting screws. Those holes are to be used for the hinge
plate location.
Illustration 1

Illustration 2

Helpful Hint: Another quick way to connect your cabinets is to use 1 ¼”
SHEETROCK SCREWS. Since you know that the hinge plate will cover the
area between the 2nd and 3rd holes from the bottom and top, you can send an
1¼” screw between those line boring holes into the adjacent cabinet. Your
hinge plates will cover the screws!
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Note: Cabinets that required sheetrock anchors should get more than one
leg for added support. Also, you can temporarily remove a leg if you need to
clean under a cabinet.
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Similar to the cabinet box assembly, it is best to lay out all parts for the drawer assembly.

Each drawer is made up of 2 sides,
2 ends, a bottom, and a front.

.

End

.

For drawers, we recommend using
water or glue during assembly to
make a permanent bond.
Begin by laying a drawer side on a
flat surface, then insert the drawer
ends into the side (dowels will line
up with bored holes). Next, guide
the bottom into the grooves and
slide it down into the side. Finally,
flip the partially made drawer onto
the remaining drawer side making
sure the bottom and dowels align
correctly. Tap the whole assembly
together snugly.

Side

Bottom

.

End

Side

.

. Front .

Adjusters

Backside of Drawer Front shown

Do not attach the Drawer Front yet.
Instead, attach the drawer member
of the drawer slides that you had
put aside earlier. (See next page for
details.)
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Look carefully at the outside of your drawer side, and you’ll notice four machined
dimples. These dimples indicate where to place the drawer member of the slide.
Screw the “Round-Head Sharpie” screws through the drawer member holes into
the dimples. These screws are self-tapping so you can use an extra one in the
middle (the middle hole does not have a dimple). See Illustration 1
Illustration 1

Dimple Locations

Note: There isn’t a front or back to your drawer until you install the drawer member of the
slide. Make sure you install both of the drawer members in the same direction!

Install the drawer into the cabinet by taking
the drawer with mounted slides and aligning
them to the cabinet portion of the slides.
Slowly and carefully insert the drawer
channel into the cabinet portion of the slide.
It’s easiest to install when the cabinet
member of the slide is fully closed (see
picture to the left).

Do not force the slides. After initially getting
them started, the drawer may feel as if it is
binding. Move the drawer back and forth a
short distance several times and you should
notice that the slides move freely. You
should now be able to fully extend the
drawer!
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Before installing the doors, it’s easier to fit the shelves into your cabinet.
Insert shelf clips into the lines of 5mm holes. Not all shelves need to be
used, nor does their arrangement require equal amount of space.
Customize your space to meet your needs!
Helpful Hint: A quick way to place 4 clips at the same hole location is by
measuring a desired distance from bottom or top, then hold the tape in one
hand while inserting clips at equal distances.
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Hinges:
Insert hinges into doors as shown to the
right. You must “set” the hinge by pushing
down on the plate before installing the
door. Cabinets with a single door may be
hinged on the left or right.
Hinge Plates:
Hinge plates are inserted into the 2nd & 3rd
holes from the top and the bottom of the
cabinet side. For tall cabinets that require
more than two hinges per door, install all
the hinges, hang the door, and note
locations of where the hinge plate is
needed; insert, and then mate “pin” of
hinge to groove on plate. There is enough
“flex” in door to do this. Tabs on plates
should point away from front.
Door Installation:
Extend hinges and bring door to cabinet.
Attach upper hinge first by inserting pin of
hinge into groove of hinge plate and snap
closed. Follow the same procedure for the
lower hinge.
Note: Practice installing the hinge onto the
plate before trying it with a door – you will
better understand how the installation and
removal works!
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Once the doors are installed, your doors should hang evenly with 3/8” of space on each side and
¼” at top and bottom. If out of alignment with sides and/or top & bottom of cabinet, you can
make adjustments on the hinge and plate. However, the cabinet itself must be square or
adjusting will be difficult. Use diagram below to help you with adjustments.
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You’ll notice two plastic discs on the back of your
drawer front. These devises allow for slight
adjustments to the face. (You will also note that
the center of the drawer front has been bored for
a pull.) Using the 1 ¼” machine screws, attach each drawer front to its
appropriate drawer box (heads of screws inside the front of drawer.) Do not
tighten completely. When all drawer fronts for a given cabinet have been
installed, check for alignment of the drawers. Slight up-and-down and side-toside adjustments can be made by pushing against the edge of the drawer
front. Refer to the revels you’ve set on your cabinets with doors (3/8” on
sides ¼” on top, bottom, & between other drawers). When you are satisfied
with the adjustments, tighten the screws holding the drawer front.
Using a 3/16ths bit, drill through the bored holes of the drawer front for the
pulls into the front of your drawer box. Attach the pull using the 1 ¾” machine
screws. Tightening the pull will additionally secure the drawer front to the
drawer box.
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similarly by using the 1” machine screw enclosed

in the pull package.
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If you ordered a desktop (also called a knee-hole deskdrawer) as part of a cabinet set, you will have an
opening into which it should go. This unit mounts to
adjacent cabinets with the same connecting bolts used to join one cabinet to
another. Four of these, one in each corner, will be used to hold the desktop in
place.
Remove the drawer from the desktop unit. Use clamps to hold the unit in
place. Make sure the top surfaces are even. Using a 3/16ths bit, drill a hole
in each corner of the unit and fasten with the connecting screws.
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The countertop is designed to lay over the tops of
the base cabinets. All but the back edges are
banded with 3mm PVC edging. Fasten into place
by sending an 1 ¼” screw from inside the cabinet
through the cabinet top into the bottom of the
countertop. If you choose not to fasten the
countertop to the underlying cabinets with
screws, you can easily flip it over for a “good side
up” years from now!
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The light box goes into the opening
created between two UPPERs. Check
that the lamp works properly before
hanging the light box.
Included in this piece’s hardware package
are 4 straight metal brackets. Screw the
tabs onto the four corners of the box.
Extend the tabs so they catch the
adjacent cabinets and screw into place.
See Illustration to the right
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CLOSET ROD

The rod holders should be placed in the middle line of the 5mm line boring
at the height you want. You can fix the holders into place with the
included 1/2 “ sharpie screw. Place rod between the holders.

CENTER
STILE

If you ordered a cabinet with a center stile for added support, notice each
end of the stile has 2 white, plastic “Rafix Receivers.” These pieces will
receive the metal stud of the 5mm rafix screw that will be installed in the
center of your top and bottom. Push the stile onto these studs.

VERTICAL
PARTITION

The same fittings described above are used to hold the Vertical Partition
(VP) in place. Again the VP will have 2 Rafix Receivers at the top &
bottom. Snap partition into place, locking the screw to the receiver.

ROLL OUT
DRAWER

In most cases, a rollout drawer will include a set of “Billy Blocks” in order
to give you some spacing so the drawer can clear the hinges of the door.
Install the billy-blocks at the height you want to rollout drawer to be. The
blocks should be installed like an upside-down “T”. Use the enclosed billy
block screws to fasten to the cabinet. Once the billy-blocks are in, install
the drawer slide onto your block. Remember to remove the drawer
member of the slide, which will be installed on the drawer itself. Slide the
installed drawer member into the tracks in the cabinet just like you would
with a drawer.
Your cabinet will be designed around your basket should you choose to
have this option. In most cases, billy-blocks will be used as described
above to give you the appropriate spacing. Cabinets without doors,
however, do not need spacing if the interior width of the cabinet is equal to
the basket width.

ROLL OUT
BASKET
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